
Renumber Definitions as 454.1.2 (currently sits under 454.1.1 Flood Hazard areas) and amend as follows:  

"Interactive water features" means a structure designed to allow for recreational activities with recirculated, 

filtered, and treated water; but having minimal standing water. Water from the interactive fountain type features is 

collected by gravity below grade in a collector tank or sump. The water is filtered, disinfected and then pumped to 

the feature spray discharge heads. The collector tank and water filtration features required make this structure a type 

of public swimming pool. 

"Modification" means any act which changes or alters the original characteristics of the pool as approved. For 

example, changes in the recirculation systems, decking, treatment systems, disinfection system and pool shape are 

modifications. 

A "public swimming pool" or "public pool" means a watertight structure of concrete, masonry, or other approved 

materials which is located either indoors or outdoors, used for bathing or swimming by humans, and filled with a 

filtered and disinfected water supply, together with buildings, appurtenances, and equipment used in connection 

therewith. A public swimming pool or public pool shall mean a conventional pool, spa-type pool, wading pool, 

special purpose pool, interactive water feature or water recreation attraction, to which admission may be gained with 

or without payment of a fee and includes, but is not limited to, pools operated by or serving camps, churches, cities, 

counties, day care centers, group home facilities for eight or more clients, health spas, institutions, parks, state 

agencies, schools, subdivisions, or the cooperative living-type projects of five or more living units, such as 

apartments, boardinghouses, hotels, mobile home parks, motels, recreational vehicle parks, and townhouses. The 

term does not include a swimming pool located on the grounds of a private residence. 

“Vanishing Edge Pool” means a water-feature detail in which water flows over the edge of at least one of the pool 

walls and is collected in a catch basin. Also called “negative edge pool” and “infinity pool.”  


